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tecture of the gallery. This exhibition included paper "cutouts"
that colonized the walls with a
seeming organic spontaneity, as
well as rectilinear "reliefs" (not
the right word, but these works
don't adhere to any traditional
format) for which Kocks "carved"
the surface of thick watercolor
paper, using a razor blade or
Exacto knife. The barely raised
patterns thus created on the flat
pages are augmented with silvery
rubbed graphite or watercolor.
Both approaches employ patient,
artisanal methods to build up formally complex surfaces. Together,
the wall-consuming installations and the feathery, almost
imperceptibly detailed carvings
described visual extremes.
The main space was given

mural. Paperwork (f310 (2003)
climbed a narrow wall near the
entrance. Its layered cutouts,
painted with white acrylic, conjured
a column of smoke or clouds, and
were also vaguely floral—though
far more abstract than the illusionistic "cannonball." While Kocks's
cutout murals engage the physical scale of both viewer and gallery, his "carved" compositions,
examples of which occupied the
office, are as intimate as any miniaturist drawing. The notion that
paper is a surface for drawing is
playfully discarded in his work.
Like many artists before him, notably Matisse, Kocks makes paper
itself function as line and shape,
in work confined not by the picture
plane but by the space of a room.
—Kirsten Swenson
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AndraaB Kocks: Paperwork #703 (Cannonball), 2007, graphite on watercolor
i i t t e n s i o n s variable; at Jeannie Freilich.

over entirely to Paperwork #703
(Cannonbali), 2007. Conceived
as a site-specific installation, it
was made from intricately cut
View of Andy Yoder's exhibition, showing (left to right) Donald, Martha and Sam, and constructed watercolor paper
all 2007, lead crystal, 24 inches high; at Winkleman.
applied to four of the gallery's
walls. The painstakingly elaborate
installation captured a pattern of
splash marks, suggesting that the
floor was a pool of ink into which
a cannonball had plunged, or into
which someone had done a "cannonbatl"—that jump intended to
displace and spray as much liquid
as possible. Layered waves of
graphite-coated paper rose and
appeared to slosh up the wall,
with stray droplets scattered to
the ceiling. The most impressive
effect was conceptual: the sense
of a void, of the room's utter
emptiness, was achieved through
the elaborate depiction of an
imaginary event's consequences.
A second and far smaller paper

Daniel Buren
at Bortolami-Dayan
This installation of eleven 1966
canvases by Daniel Buren was a
revelation, a kind of missing link
in the career of the French painter
turned conceptualist. Under the
influence of Art Informel. Buren
had liberally splashed and stained
his canvases in the early 1960s,
gradually confining his forms to
vertical stripes by mid-decade.
But like so many artists of his
generation, he had by then come
to feel that the act of painting
was itself problematic: executed
in the hermetic space of the
artist's studio, it was private and
essentially apolitical. So in 1966,
Buren purchased some bolts
of canvas printed with colored
stripes, discrete lengths of which
he stretched and framed. But he
did not yet forgo paint altogether.
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